Paving the Way To War

The Daily Worker has called attention to the information which proves that the purpose of the German Republic is to betray the League of Nations. The Daily Worker has pointed out that the German Republic is not a separate entity, but is a part of a conspiracy to extort the money of the world and to impose a system of starvation on the masses.

In a speech before the United States Congress, Senator Lodge said: "We are told by the German Republic that they are not going to do this. We are told by the Allies that they are not going to do this. We are told by the neutrals that they are not going to do this. But we know that they are doing it."

The Daily Worker has also pointed out that the German Republic is not a separate entity, but is a part of a conspiracy to extort the money of the world and to impose a system of starvation on the masses.

"Save Daily!" - Foster

PITTSBURGH, Pa., June 18.—I am informed the miner is on the verge of suspension. This would be a smashing blow at the heroic struggle of the Pittsburg, West Virginia miners. It is clear that those who are in the field can realize what the Daily means to those hungry, desperately fighting men. "This is our paper," they say, passing it from hand to hand till thousands have absorbed its militant message. With the strike spreading and new thousands joining the fight against starvation, it would be criminal to let the Daily go under. Rally to save the Daily Worker!

Answer Comrade Foster's appeal from the mine strike field! Unless you do, we will not be able to survive till the nation-wide Tag Days that will be held in every city June 26-27. Rush funds AT ONCE to the Daily Worker, 50 E. 13th St, New York City.

Rally to save the Daily Worker!

PINCHEotty, COAL BOSSES
BEPACK UMWA IN HEAVY
DRIVE TO BREAK STRIKE

The Daily Worker positively declares that this has already been done. This has already been done.

"There is No Middle Ground"

By ANN ALLEN
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